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Abstract. We report the observation of polarization entangled photon pairs

generated by means of type-II spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) within

an AlxGa1−xAs Bragg reflection waveguide (BRW). Even though SPDC in BRW had

been observed before, the photons detected were not entangled in the polarization

degree of freedom. As a necessary previous step, we also characterized the phase-

matching properties of the waveguides designed by means of the nonlinear process of

second-harmonic generation (SHG).
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1. Introduction

Entanglement is a quantum phenomenon that is the fundamental block of many

quantum communication and information protocols. A large number of experiments

have investigated the production of entangled states of photons, particularly, for

instance, for its use in testing Bell’s inequalities [1, 2]. During the last two decades,

a whole wealth of curious and potentially useful applications of entangled states has

been demonstrated, from quantum cryptography [3] and quantum teleportation [4], to

the more recent implementation of quantum logic elements for quantum computation

[5].

In this thesis, new experimental results are presented, demonstrating polarization-

entangled photon pair production in an Aluminium Gallium Arsenide (AlGaAs)

integrable waveguide structure: a Bragg reflection waveguide (BRW). Because

electrical pumping has been demonstrated for very similar structures, the configuration

demonstrated here can be potentially integrated in a truly monolithic photon

entanglement generator, greatly improving the scalability of photonic quantum

information technologies.

This thesis is divided as follows. In Section 2 we provide a general background about

entanglement and the generation of photon pairs. In Section 3, we discuss what is a

BRW, what are its most important advantages, and in Section 4 we describe the setup

used to implement SPDC in a BRW configuration. In Section 5, the main experimental
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results achieved are presented. Finally, we summarize our conclusions and the future

work that it will follow.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Entanglement

Entanglement is a peculiar, non-describable in the framework of classical physics,

quantum correlation between two or more subsystems. Quantum systems that can

hold entanglement may be either two-level (qubit) systems such as electron spins and

photon polarizations, or continuous variable systems such as position-momentum, which

appears in the original Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox [6]. In most cases, it

is easier to generate polarization entanglement than entanglement in other degrees of

freedom, i.e., spatial or frequency, due to the availability of high efficiency polarization-

control elements. Polarization entangled photons can be readily generated by means of

spontaneous parametric down-conversion.

Let |H〉 and |V 〉 represent the two orthogonal polarizations (horizontal and

vertical), which can be used to describe the general polarization state of a photon.

Let us also consider two distinguishable systems, labeled by indexes A and B, which

can correspond to two photons with different directions of propagation or two different

frequencies. An example of entangled state |ψ〉 between the two subsystems is

|ψ〉 =
1√
2
{|H〉A |V 〉B + exp (iθ) |V 〉A |H〉B} , (1)

where θ is a phase difference between the states |H〉A |V 〉B and |V 〉A |H〉B. The state

given by Eq. (1) can not be written as a direct product of two separate quantum

states, corresponding to subsystems A and B. This means that the two systems are not

independent but hold a strong (quantum) correlation between them. Systems A and

B can be described by a density matrix, which describes a statistical mixture between

states |H〉A and |V 〉A, so that

ρA =
1

2
{|H〉A 〈H|A + |V 〉A 〈V |A} , (2)

and similarly for system B (ρB).

2.2. Spontaneous Parametric Down-Conversion

Spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) is a nonlinear optical process in which

a high-frequency (ω0) pump photon is converted into two lower frequency (signal and

idler) photons in a media with χ(2) optical nonlinearity. Two conditions should be

fulfilled to observe SPDC. The so-called energy conservation condition

ω0 = ω1 + ω2, (3)
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where ω1,2 are the frequencies of the signal and idler photons, respectively. The energy

of one pump photon (~ω0) is divided between the signal and idler photons, since the

nonlinear medium does not get energy in the process. The other condition is the

momentum conservation condition, or phase-matching (PM) condition,

k0 = k1 + k2, (4)

where ko is the wavevector of the pump photons, and k1,2 are the wave vectors

corresponding to the signal (idler) photons.

We can distinguish three general types of phase-matching conditions in SPDC,

depending on the polarization states of the signal and idler photons. In type-I phase

matching, the signal and idler photons have equal polarizations. In type-II, the signal

and idler photons have orthogonal polarizations. Finally, in type-0, all photons (pump,

signal and idler) share the same polarization. All types can be used to generate photon

pairs entangled in polarization when the appropriate configuration is chosen.

We consider the case of type-II phase-matching. The two photons which are

generated in the SPDC process with orthogonal polarizations, |H〉 and |V 〉, are combined

in a non-polarizing beamsplitter. If we restrict ourselves to the case where each photon

leave the beam splitter through a different output port (post-selection), the resultant

two-photon polarization state |ψ〉 is given by Eq. (1), where the labels A and B denote

the two output ports of the beamsplitter.

To date, most experiments involve entangled photons propagating in free space,

and circuits made of bulk optical elements. Unfortunately, their large size, need for

precise alignment, and sensitivity to environmental factors seriously limit the practical

applicability of photonic quantum technologies [7]. Along these lines, waveguides are an

alternative. Waveguides made of materials such as periodically-poled Lithium Niobate

(PPLN) or KTP (PPKTP) have proven up to this date to be the most useful, since

due to its large nonlinear coefficient, and the wave confinement, they provide significant

enhancement of the overall generation efficiency. However, all these devices cannot be

integrated with pump lasers on the same chip, which might be essential for future large-

scale quantum information processing networks. To this end, nonlinear semiconductor

waveguides are a promising candidate, because they can be monolithically integrated

with other photonics elements, such as lasers and passive devices.

3. Bragg Reflection Waveguides

The ability to bring quantum computing and information processing experiments from

an optical table to an optical chip would constitute a major breakthrough in the field.

Recently, there has been considerable success in this area along two directions. One of

them is the design of on-chip quantum interference circuits [5]. The other is the advances

in the design of SPDC-based photon pair sources suitable for on-chip integration [8],

which is the approach that we follow here (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Sketch of the SPDC process with a Bragg Reflection Waveguide structure.

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), and its material derivatives, present an extraordinary

platform for implementing monolithic entangled photon generators, because they can

support both the light source that is used to pump the SPDC process, and the dielectric

waveguide where SPDC takes place. Additionally, GaAs based materials affords a very

large non-linearity (χ(2) ∼ 200 pm/V ), broad transparency window (1 − 17 µm), large

damage threshold and low linear propagation loss [9].

However, implementing nonlinear processes such as SPDC, or second-harmonic

generation (SHG), in this platform has historically been challenging. This is mainly

because GaAs lacks any natural birefringence, so it is impossible to phase-match all

interacting waves of interest in the usual way.

The alternative is to fulfill the phase-matching conditions though modal

birefringence. BRW achieve confinement and guidance of waves in the core layer via

two methods: total internal reflection (TIR), and Bragg reflection. Therefore, BRW

can sustain two different types of eigenmodes: TIR modes, that are guided by the

higher effective index of the core region, and Bragg modes, whose effective index can

be smaller than the refractive indices of the host materials, due to the fact that the

transverse propagation vector lies within the Bragg stop band of the cladding. Phase-

matching (PM) between these two types of modes has already been demonstrated: in

second-harmonic generation [10, 11], difference-frequency generation and photon pair

production [8].

3.1. Design of the waveguide structure

The main parameters that characterize the spectral properties of the down-converted

photons, embedded into TIR and Bragg modes, and that can be engineered, are the
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(a) Typical phase-matching condition

curve.

(b) Bragg Reflection Waveguide bi-layer structure

design.

Figure 2: BRW design steps.

thickness of the layers and their aluminium concentration. Fig. 2 shows the layer

structure of the waveguide and a phase-matching curve as a function of the core

thickness.

The BRW structure considered here is composed of 6 bi-layers above and below the

core, which are enough to reduce the losses of the light confined due to the transverse

leakage. The layer optical thickness fulfill the quarter-wave condition

kidi =
π

2
being ki =

niω0

c
, (5)

for the central frequency of the pump beam. The energy confinement in the core is

maximized by varying the width of the layers and the refractive indices ni, which depends

on the concentration of aluminium of each AlxGa1−xAs slab. The BRW samples are

designed in our research group by Jiri Svozilik, in collaboration with Helmy’s group

from the University of Toronto, who is also in charge of the fabrication process.

3.2. Characterization

The fabrication is carried out using the epitaxial growth technique. Although it is a

very advanced technique, there are generally problems concerning the accuracy of the

thickness or the aluminium concentration of each layer that can be achieved. This

mismatch between the theoretical design and the result of the fabrication process brings

the need to perform a characterization of every sample before its use, in order to

identify exactly the spectral response for each type of phase-matching process. Second-

harmonic generation (SHG) is the process used for this purpose, since the phase-

matching conditions for SHG are the same than for SPDC.
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Figure 3: Energy of the generated SHG signal as a function of the wavelength of the

input beam, for different types of phase-matching: type-0, type-I and type-II.

SHG is a nonlinear process where one wave (ω1), interacting with another of the

same frequency (ω2 = ω1) generates a third frequency doubled wave ω0 = 2ω1.In

our case, the BRW is pumped with a frequency tunable laser around 1550 nm, which

generates Gaussian-like optical beams. The SHG signal around 775 nm is measured with

a silicon based detector to obtain the spectral response of the BRW. The main results of

the SHG characterization are shown in Fig. 3, which shows the phase-matching curve of

the SHG process as a function of the pump wavelength of the tunable laser, and in Fig.

4, which shows the Bragg mode intensity distribution resulting of the SHG nonlinear

process.

SHG type-II takes place when the input signal is decomposed into two signals with

orthogonal polarizations (TM + TE =⇒ TE). The pump wave splitting is the reason

of the lower efficiency in the spectral response for this type of phase-matching. In the

type-I case, the input wave has a single polarization (TE + TE =⇒ TM), as in the

type-0 case (TM + TM =⇒ TM).

4. Experimental setup

Figure 5 shows the SPDC setup used to generate polarized entangled photon pairs. The

pump laser had to be tuned at the central wavelength where type-II phase-matching

has the maximum efficiency (777.95 nm), as given by Fig. 3.

No Bragg mode has been used to pump the BRW in the results presented in this

thesis. The generation of the ideal Bragg mode, which could be obtained using the

spatial light modulator (SLM) already presend in the set-up, is an extremely complex

work. Instead, we use a gaussian beam, which shows a non-zero mode overlap with
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(a) Typical theoretical shape of a SHG Bragg

mode that propagates in a BRW.

(b) Measured shape by means of SHG.

Figure 4: Intensity distribution of the Bragg mode: (a) theory and (b) experiment.

the appropriate Bragg pump mode. Even though this will decrease the efficiency of the

SPDC process, is much easier to implement experimentally. The pump is a high power

tunable single-mode diode laser with external cavity DLX 110 (Toptica Photonics) in

CW mode at 777.95 nm. The laser beam pass through an optical attenuator, formed

by a half-wave plate (HWP) and a Glan-Laser polarizer (GLP), which attenuates the

optical power below some 20 mW/cm2, in order to avoid optical damage to any of the

optical elements used, such as the SLM. The second HWP is in charge of selecting the

appropriate input polarization that will be coupled into the BRW. A feedback loop

attached with a flip mirror helps with the initial adjustments of the laser system, and

with the necessary alignment of optical elements.

Because the spatial characteristics of the optical beam are of low quality, some

spatial filtering is required. In this way, the output beam diameter can also be chosen.

In conjunction with a microscope objective (100x), an optical beam with a diameter

of 700 nm (at 1/e2 intensity) is generated in the BRW input facet. The diameter

was measured using a near field scanning probe (NFSP), implemented on a nano cube

translation stage which allows performing low dimension scans. The BRW stands on a

platform attached to the same nano cube, which give us better alignment and stability

against vibrations. The SPDC outcome signal is collected with the output microscope

objective (50x), and filtered with dichroic mirrors (M2), edge filter (F1) and band pass

filter (F2), to separate the pump beam and fluorescence noise from the SPDC signal.

After the first dichroic mirror, the output pump beam from the BRW is captured by a

CCD camera in order to help in the BRW alignment with respect to the pump Gaussian

beam.
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Figure 5: Experimental SPDC setup: M1 - Broadband Dielectric Mirrors, M2 - Dichroic

Mirrors, HWP - Half-Wave Plates, GLP - Glan-Laser Polarizer, D - Detector, SF&BE -

Spatial Filter and Beam Expander, SLM - Spatial Light Modulator, FL - Fourier Lens,

I - Iris, TL - Tube Lens, OB - Objective, F1 - Edge Filter, F2 - Bandpass Filter, BS -

Beam Splitter, LFP - Linear-Film Polarizers.

The final stage is the separation of the signal and idler photons with a non-

polarizing beam splitter (BS), which are coupled into optical fibers with detection units

attached. The detectors are a single photon detector module (SPDM) in combination

with monochromators for measuring join spectra. With linear-film polarizers (LFP)

located before the fiber couplers, polarization entanglement can be demonstrated by

measuring event coincidences between signal and idler arms along the 45◦/-45◦ basis,

and observing the sinusoidal interference fringes.

5. Experimental results

We generate polarization entanglement by implementing a type-II SPDC process in

the waveguide, followed by a non-polarizing beam splitter. Although this creates

correlations between the polarization of photons at the two output arms of the BS, it does

not necessarily creates the sought-after entanglement. The presence of a considerable

amount of group velocity dispersion (GVD), and group velocity mismatch (GVM)

between signal and idler photons causes spectral distinguishability. This degrades the

quality of the entanglement, and therefore should be suppressed to generate a maximally

entangled state. Some spectral distinguishability can be removed by using spectral

filtering, as we do with the band pass filter F2.

The GVM compensation has not been accomplished successfully so far, due to the

polarization distinguishability at 1550 nm range, introduced by the quartz compensation

prisms used up to date. However, the GVM compensation needed has been measured

experimentally. As can be seen in Fig. 6, in the 0◦/90◦ base, the visibility of the fringes

reach 90%. However, in the 45◦/-45◦ base, it hardly goes further than 75%.
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(a) Coincidence counts with respect to the

polarizer angle in the 0◦/90◦ base.

(b) Coincidence counts with respect to the

polarizer angle in the 45◦/-45◦ base.

Figure 6: Coincidence counts between photons in paths A and B in two different bases:

0◦/90◦ and 45◦/-45◦.

This visibility difference is due to the temporal distinguishability induced by

the still remaining GVM between signal and idler photons. When the appropriate

compensation module will be implemented, compensating the GVM without introducing

any polarization dependent attenuation, an increase of visibility in the 45◦/-45◦ base is

expected.

6. Conclusions

We have been reported the generation of polarization entangled photon pairs by means of

SPDC within an AlxGa1−xAs Bragg reflection waveguides (BRWs). We have designed

the waveguide structure (see Fig. 2), characterized its phase-matching properties by

means of SHG (see Fig. 3), and verified the Bragg nature of the generated SHG signal

(see Fig. 4).

A 90% visibility in the 0◦/90◦ base and a 75% visibility in the 45◦/-45◦ base have

been obtained (see Fig. 6), which demonstrate that even though the photons are

entangled, they are not still maximally entangled. Although a 71% visibility is the limit

to observe violation of the Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt (CHSH) Bell inequality

[12], the aim in the on-going work is to reach a 90% visibility, and demonstrate Bell’s

inequalities violation. For this purpose, we have designed a new GVM compensating

stage that will drive us to the desired number.

The next experimental setup improvement would be the reconstruction of the ideal

Bragg mode using the SLM, in order to increase the pair photon generation rate, and

evaluate the possibility of other integrated source designs of polarization entangled

photon pairs.
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